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Abstract 
Optical Code Division Multiple Access (OCDMA) is the technique to share a wide 

bandwidth among a large number of users, OCDMA combines high bandwidth Fiber 
optic media with flexibility of OCDMA, to provide high-speed connectivity. Multiple 
Access Interference (MAI) is the main source of performance degradation in OCDMA 
system .MAI is such a type of interference which caused by multiple cellular users who 
are using the same frequency allocation at the same time. This is actually a noise which 
can’t be eliminated anyhow from the system. It can be reduced by decreasing the 
probability of Bit Error Rate (BER). In this paper we have to examine the way in which 
the probability of BER would be reduced by considering the chirp effect on Gaussian and 
Super Gaussian pulses within different conditions. 
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1. Introduction 

In the OCDMA systems, the low rate base-band signals are mapped into the high rate 
optical pulse sequences, and transmitted in optical fibers. The duration of optical pulse is 
generally up to picoseconds or sub picoseconds level. On account of the fiber dispersion 
effect, the high rate optical pulse propagating along fibers occurs broadening, and results 
in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of receiver decreasing. So, the fiber dispersion effect is 
a critical limiting factor of OCDMA systems. Dispersion compensation refers to the 
process of designing the fiber and compensating elements in the transmission path to keep 
the total dispersion to a small number. This process controls the overall dispersion of a 
system by adding optical elements with a suitable amount of dispersion. 
 
2.  Methodology 

In our analysis, Optical Orthogonal Codes (OOCs) have employed as address sequence 
codes. Avalanche photodiode (APD) has selected as the system receiver. The effects of 
APD - shot noise, bulk dark current, surface leakage current, thermal noise current and 
MAI have considered. The loss of system devices has omitted. The systems performance 
has evaluated under the assumption of optical signal power, code length and code weight 
are constant. The numerical results have computed for the practical values of the system 
parameters below. 

Parameters Values 
Code length, F 409 
Code weight, K 4 
Maximum number of users, N 35 
Average APD gain, M 20 
Excess noise index, x 0.7 
Average bulk dark current, IBD 2 nA 
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Average surface leakage current, ISL 10 nA 
Receiver load resistance, RL 1000 Ω 
Extinction ratio, γe 0.05 
SMF dispersion, D 18 ps/(km-nm) 
Optical signal power, P=KPS -25 dBm 
Receiver noise temperature, T 300 K 
Fiber wave length, λ 1.55 µm 

 
3. BER Performance Analysis 

At the receiving terminal, the correlation operation between received signal and a 
replica of the desired user’s address code is carried out by optical correlator to achieve 
decoding. The decoding signal is incident on the APD, the output current Y1 sampled at 
time t = Tb can be written as 

Y1 = X1 + I1 + In  ……………………………………………..……… (3.1) 

Where,  

      X1 = User’s signal current.  
      I1 = Interference signal current offered by MAI.  
      I n = APD noise current. 

I n include shot noise current, bulk dark current, surface leakage current and thermal 
noise current. We assume that the (F, K, 1) OOCs are selected as user address codes. By 
the correlation definition of OOCs, each interference user can contribute at most one hit 
during the correlation time.  If v is an integer (0 ≤ v ≤ N – 1) denotes the total number of 
hits from interference users, the probability density function of v is given by [5] 

p(v) = �N−1v �svtN−1−v  ………..………………...……………………. (3.2) 

     Where, 

                 s = K2/2F, 
                 t = 1 – s  

If code length F, code weight K and v are given, the first two terms of equation (3.1) 
can be determined [7]. We assume that the APD noise current has Gaussian nature. The 
output photocurrent Y1 can be regarded as a Gaussian random variable. Its average µ1 and 
variance σ1

2 for bit “1” and “0” are determined. Since the received signal is multiplied by 
the user address code, i e., (0, 1) sequence. During the bit “1” interval of the desired 
signal, photons fall on the APD only during the K mark intervals and are totally blocked 
during the (F-K) space intervals. During the K chip intervals of the desired signal, the 
total number of pulses (either marks or spaces) due to N users is KN. Among these KN 
pulses, there is (K + v) mark pulses with power level ЄdPs, and KN – (K + v) space pulses 
with power level ЄdγePs  

Here,   

        Єd represents the effect of SMF dispersion and pulse linear chirp,  
         γe is the Extinction ratio of APD receiver.  

Therefore, µ1 and σ1
2 are given by  

µ1 = M(R0 + Pt1 + IBD) + ISL     ..……………………………..….….… (3.3) 

σ12 = 2eM2+x(R0 + Pt1 + IBD)(Be + 2eISLBe + 4KBT
RL

Be  ……..…...…... (3.4) 
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Where,  
                Pt1 = vЄdPs + (KN − K − v)ЄdγePs  ………………..……….........…… (3.5) 

The Єd is given by [3] 

Єd = �1 + γ(1/2m)
γ(3/2m)

Cβ2z
T02

+ m2(1 + C2)
γ�2− 1

2m�

γ(3/2m)
�β2z
T02
�
2
�
2

 ……...….......….. (3.6) 

Where,  

The exponent x varies between 0 and 1.0 depending on the APD material and structure. 

           M = Average APD gain. 
           R0 = Unity gain responsivity.  
            e = Electron charge (1.601* 10–19 C).  
           IBD = Average bulk dark current, which is multiplied by the avalanche gain.  
            ISL = Average surface leakage current, which is not affected by avalanche gain. 
           Be  = Receiver electrical bandwidth.  
           KB  = Boltzmann’s constant (1.379*10–23). 
           T = Receiver noise temperature.   
           RL = Receiver load resistor.  

For data bit “0”, average µ0, variance σ0
2 of photocurrent Y1 can be determined in the 

same way as for data bit “1”. In this case, µ0 and σ0
2 can be written as: 

µ0 = M(R0 + Pt0 + IBD) + ISL  .…..………………………….…...…... (3.7) 

σ02 = 2eM2+x(R0 + Pt0 + IBD)(Be + 2eISLBe + 4KBT
RL

Be) ………….… (3.8)  

Where,  

       Pt0 = vЄdPs + (KN − v)ЄdγePs  ……………………..…...………...…. (3.9) 

For the desired user’s data bit “1” or “0”, the conditional probability density function 
of the output photocurrent Y1 can be expressed as:  

pY1 �
y
v

, bit 1� = 1
�2πτ1

exp �−(y−µ1)2

2σ12
�  ………………...…………..…..... (3.10) 

pY1 �
y
v

, bit 0� = 1
�2πτ0

exp �−(y−µ0)2

2σ02
�  ……………….……..…….…….. (3.11) 

For a given threshold level Th, the probability of error for bit “1”and “0” are calculated 
by  

                          pe
(1)(v) = ∫ pY1 �

y
v

, bit 1� dyTh
0  

= 1
2

erfc �µ1−Th
�2σ1

�  ……………………...…………....…… (3.12) 

                          pe
(0)(v) = ∫ pY1 �

y
v

, bit 0� dy∝
Th  

    = 1
2

erfc �Th−µ0
�2σ0

�  …………………..……………………. (3.13) 

The probability of error per bit, depended on the threshold level Th, is defined as: 

pe(v) = 1
2
�pe

(1)(v) + pe
(0)(v)�  …………………….……..….… (3.14) 

Here, it is assumed that the bit “1” and “0” have the identical probability. To make the 
above expression achieves minimum value; an optimum threshold level can be obtained, 
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Th = µ1σ0+σ0σ1
σ0+σ1

  …………………………..………...….…… (3.15) 

The total probability of error Pe per bit is given by  

pe = � pe(v)�N−1v �svtN−1−v
N−1

v=0
  …………...….…..….… (3.16) 

4. Simulation 
In this paper, the system Bit Error Rate (BER) with practical parameters has computed 

with respect to the number of users by applying the equation (3.16). In numerical 
calculation, it assumed that OOCs are the address sequence and the InGaAs APD is 
selected as the system receiver. Primary parameters have taken as in table (Section 2). 
Here the chirp effect to compensate the dispersion has been accounted from 0 to 2.5. 
Throughout this computation two curves have set as reference curve. In one condition, 
data transmission is occurred when there is no chirp and no dispersion effect (C=0 and 
D=0). Second reference cure shows the data transmission with a certain dispersion but no 
chirp effect (C=0 and D=18 ps/(km-nm). Figure (4.1) and Figure (4.2) shows the effect of 
chirp on Gaussian pulses to compensate the dispersion at Z=5 km and Z=10 km, 
respectively.  

 

Figure 4.1. Effect of Chirp on Gaussian Pulse at z = 5 km 
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Figure 4.2. Effect of Chirp on Gaussian Pulse at z = 10 km 

From Figure 4.1 it is clear that a better compensation is achieved due to the chirp effect 
and the most expected achievement is occurred at a certain value of chirp (here C=0.75). 
Also, from Figure (4.2) it is seen that a little compensation is achieved for long distance 
data transmission and the chirp value for most compensation shift from 0.75 to 0.50.  

Again, Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 analyses the effect of chirp on super Gaussian pulses 
(m=2, m is the degree of edge sharpness) to compensate the dispersion at Z=2 km and 
Z=5 km, respectively. From these two figures it is observed that for same transmission 
path, better compensation is achieved for short distance transmission over long distance 
and the optimum chirp value is different for different length of transmission path. Here, 
from Figure 4.3 it seems that the compensation is achieved at every value of chirp up to 
1.5 and the better achievement occur at C=0.75. On the other hand, Figure 4.4 shows a 
little compensation at value of chirp up to 0.75. 

 

Figure 4.3. Effect of Chirp on Super-Gaussian Pulse (m=2) at z = 2 km 
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Figure 4.4. Effect of Chirp on Super-Gaussian Pulse (m=2) at z = 5 km 

In addition, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 shows the chirp effect on super Gaussian pulses 
(m=5) to compensate the dispersion at Z=2 km and Z=5 km, respectively. Here a very 
little compensation is achieved due to chirp effect. This result completely coincides with 
previous observations that the less BER occur for short distance transmission than long 
distance within the same transmission path. 

 

Figure 4.5. Effect of Chirp on Super-Gaussian Pulse (m=5) at z = 2 km 
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Figure 4.6. Effect of Chirp on Super-Gaussian Pulse (m=5) at z = 5 km 

5.  Results and Conclusion 
Dispersion-induced broadening is sensitive to pulse edge steepness. In general, a pulse 

with steeper leading and trailing edges broadens more rapidly with propagation simply 
because such a pulse has a wider spectrum to start with. The differences between the 
Gaussian and super-Gaussian pulses can be attributed to the steeper leading and trailing 
edges associated with a super-Gaussian pulse. Whereas the Gaussian pulse maintains its 
shape during propagation, the super-Gaussian pulse not only broadens at a faster rate but 
also distorts in shape.  

In this paper we have investigated that due to chirp effect for same transmission path 
and distance a better compensation of pulse dispersion is achieved for Gaussian pulses 
than the super-Gaussian pulses and the compensation due to chirp effect decreases as “m” 
increases. We also find that due to chirp effect, better dispersion compensation is 
achieved for short range of data transmission than the long distance transmission but the 
maximum compensation in each different condition is achieved for different values of 
chirp while other parameters remain the same. 
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